Stability of blood potassium: effects of duration, temperature and transport during 10 hours storage of human whole blood in serum and plasma.
To comply with the pre-analytical requirements of ISO EN 15189, we investigated the stability of potassium, a very critical and sensitive analyte. We took into count effects of duration, temperature and transport after 10 hours storage of human whole blood in serum and plasma. Blood of 12 healthy subjects was analyzed after 4, 6, 8 and 10 hours of storage. Three study groups were designed: samples stored in laboratory at room temperature, transported by car during 4 hours at a temperature of 21±1̊C, with or without previous thermal shock (20 min at 4±1 ̊C) before transportation. Variations in concentration were expressed as mean bias from baseline using the analytical change limit (ACL) and the reference change value (RCV). Using RCV, we considered that potassium was biologically stable during 10 hours whatever our study groups. Considering ACL, potassium in serum was not stable after the thermal shock. We conclude that whole blood in lithium-heparin tubes may be used for routine potassium analysis even if long car transportation and previous thermal shock is involved. It confirms that potassium analysis can be still performed in locations distant from a medical laboratory.